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Can We Talk
By Sharon Wong and Trusilla Steele
The Oct. 24, 2006 "Can We Talk" was held in recognition of National Disability Employment Awareness Month. Although attendees were mainly individuals with disabilities, the "Can We Talk" discussion was carried on in its regular format and all employees were invited to attend.
Deputy Director Mike Ryschkewitsch and Deputy Director-Technical, Dolly
Perkins hosted the dialogue, which began with concerns regarding the impact of proposed budget cuts to the People with Disabilities (PWD) community.
Of particular concern were the closing of the Health Unit and reductions in the Employee Assistance Program (EAP). Ryschkewitsch explained how the budget reductions present a number of funding challenges, and a major challenge is to ensure continued employment for civil servants, which equates to a thorough examination of programs and services to be considered for reduction or elimination.
He provided examples of programs and services being considered, such as the decision to go to an electronic library, and closure of the Health Unit and Fitness Center. Goddard's management is working with NASA Headquarters to mitigate some of the impacts. Ryschkewitsch further explained that even when the Health Unit is closed, services will still be available on-call offsite with a standby emergency medical technician. An example was provided on how previous cuts to the Shuttle service impacted the PWD community but the Center was able to mitigate the impact. The community was advised to provide a Memorandum for the Record on the adverse impact to the PWD of these budget cuts.
The topic then focused on recruitment of people with disabilities. Lori Simmons, Chief of the Equal Opportunity Programs Office, explained that much of the entry level recruiting comes from conversion of co-ops from summer programs. Unfortunately, due to budget cuts, the next few years' present constraints on the numbers of students that are recruited into the co-op program.
There are several programs, however, that specifically target the recruitment of students with disabilities and all of our student programs encourage participation of students with disabilities. There will still be a pipeline of qualified candidates with disabilities. STEREO's nearly identical twin, golf cart-sized spacecraft will make observations to help researchers construct the first-ever three-dimensional views of the Sun. The images will show the star's stormy environment and its effects on the inner solar system, vital data for understanding how the Sun creates space weather.
"The stunning solar views the two observatories will send back to Earth will help scientists get a better understanding of the Sun and its activity than we've ever been able to obtain from the ground or any of our other missions," said Nick Chrissotimos, STEREO project manager at Goddard. In about a month and a half, STEREO's orbits will be synchronized to encounter the Moon. The "A" observatory will use the Moon's gravity to redirect it to an orbit "ahead" of Earth.
The "B" observatory will encounter the Moon again for a second swing-by about one month later to redirect its position "behind" Earth.
STEREO is the first NASA mission to use separate lunar swing-bys to place two observatories into vastly different orbits around the Sun.
Just as the slight offset between human eyes provides depth perception, this placement will allow the STEREO observatories to obtain 3-D images of the Sun.
The arrangement also allows the two spacecraft to take local particle and magnetic field measurements of the solar wind as it flows by.
During the observatories' two-year mission, they will explore the origin, evolution and interplanetary consequences of coronal mass ejections, some of the most violent explosions in our solar system. These billion-ton eruptions can produce spectacular aurora, disrupt satellites, radio communications, and Earth's power systems. Energetic particles associated with these solar eruptions permeate the entire solar system and can be hazardous to spacecraft and astronauts.
Better prediction of solar eruptions provides more warning time for satellite and power grid operators to put their assets into a safe mode to weather the storm. A better understanding of the nature of these events will help engineers build better and more resilient systems.
"We're becoming more and more reliant on space technologies in our everyday lives and are hatching ambitious plans to explore our outer space surroundings," said Michael Kaiser, STEREO Project Scientist at Goddard. "But nature has a mind of its own and STEREO is going to help us figure out how to avoid those surprises the Sun tends to throw at us and our best-laid plans." Goddard manages the STEREO mission. APL designed and built the spacecraft. The laboratory will maintain command and control of the observatories throughout the mission, while NASA tracks and receives the data, determines the orbit of the satellites, and coordinates the science results. Each observatory has 16 instruments, including imaging telescopes and equipment to measure solar wind particles and to perform radio astronomy.
The STEREO mission includes significant international cooperation with European partners in instrument development, data sharing, and analysis.
For more information about STEREO, visit In particular, NASA uses some software programs that are not fully accessible to all individuals. Though efforts are made to correct or compensate for the problem, it is especially difficult to do so after a software program is institutionalized.
The community also raised a concern regarding a feeling of invisibility and how to change people's perceptions of the capabilities of people with disabilities. Both Ryschkewitsch and Perkins shared that perceptions change when people become aware of PWDs and become exposed to working with them.
Other issues raised that were not specific to the PWD community included the Benavides was the ability to produce bundles of CNTs without using a metal catalyst, dramatically reducing pre-and post-production costs while generating higher yields of better quality product. This capability was of particular interest to Wayne Whitt, founder of ISM, who was looking for an innovation with which to start an advanced materials company.
"Licensing NASA's technology allowed us to begin operations and rapidly commercialize an innovative product without the traditional R&D costs and time," said Mr. Whitt. "We were able to focus on process enhancement and commercialization, which resulted in significant improvements in yield and production capacity without sacrificing product quality."
Having successfully commercialized NASA's manufacturing process to increase production capacity while maintaining quality, ISM can produce single-walled CNTs at a rate of 50 grams per hour. These CNTs can then be used in a wide range of applications.
"ISM believes that carbon nanotubes will be a building block for a better world, making people's lives better through a wide range of uses, including medical advances, fuel cells, video displays, solar cells, and a host of other applications," explained ISM Vice President Roger Smith. "Getting singlewalled CNTs into the hands of researchers will help accelerate their transition from a conceptual idea to a practical product, and that's why we offer our product at a reduced price for researchers." 
Caption: The volcano Maat Mons is displayed in this computer generated three-dimensional perspective of the surface of Venus. Radar data is combined with radar altimetry from NASA's Magellan mission to develop a three-dimensional map of the surface. The viewpoint is located 634 kilometers (393 miles) north of Maat Mons at an elevation of 3 kilometers (2 miles) above the terrain. Lava flows extend for hundreds of kilometers across the fractured plains shown in the foreground, to the base of Maat Mons. The vertical scale in this perspective has been exaggerated 10 times. Simulated color and a digital elevation map developed by the U.S. Geological Survey are used to enhance small-scale structure.
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The Truth About Bottles and Cans
The Goddard recycling program has been in existence since the early 1990s.
Recycling provides raw materials to the marketplace, and uses less energy and natural resources to recreate into new products. For example, plastic No. 1, PET, bottles are chipped, melted, and turned into fibrous material that makes fleece wearables.
For GSFC, recycling reduces the amount of waste going into the landfill, therefore, less is paid for disposal. Recycling provides raw materials to the marketplace after sorting and bundling at a recycling processing facility.
While recycling markets are up and down, GSFC receives some rebates from recycling to continue to run the recycling program.
GSFC has recycled over 522 tons of materials combined from the Center last year fiscal year. This is in contrast to the 1,850 tons of trash that went to the landfill.
Every building has receptacles for recycling drink containers (aluminum, glass, and plastic), white paper, and mixed (colored) paper. You may have noticed that the most abundant and visible containers are for white office paper. This was based on the first establishment of recycling on the Center and is valuable in the marketplace.
There will be containers marking changes in the near future. You are now able to mix drink containers-plastic, glass, and aluminum and place them in the same bin. White paper will remain separate. Mixed paper will now consist of any paper that is not white-newspaper, colors, magazines, and glossies. Each employee has a responsibility to get their recyclables to a central outlet. Recyclables are not picked up with personal trash.
Cardboard is also a big commodity and should be labeled for recycling.
Follow the same procedures for laser toner cartridges. Place the old toner cartridge back in the same box it came from and mark it for recycling and place near your trash, or in your copier room. This will allow the custodial staff to identify items to be taken. Please do not take cardboard or laser toner cartridges to the dumpsters or throw them in the trash. Once recyclables are badly contaminated they do often have to be trashed.
The custodial staff is in charge of moving recyclables to central locations.
The trash hauler collects the recyclables and the products go to various recycling processing facilities in the area where they are marketed to create other goods.
By Darlene Squibb
Volume 2 When asked about the greatest challenge he foresees for Goddard, Weiler remarked that resistance to change is the biggest challenge he sees. He concluded by emphasizing how unique Goddard is because of the nature of our work in managing numerous projects and that everyone should work together to have a culture that is fair and equitable. This will be the last "Can We Talk 
An International Partnership
Under the Space Act Agreement, the CHARMS facility is being used to test a prismatic sample provided by the University of Oxford, characterizing its material properties by measuring its refractive index-that is, how the glass will process light. Unlike NASA's applications for the capabilities provided by CHARMS, Oxford's application is not for optics that will actually fly in space. Rather, this work will benefit a ground-based infrared (IR) instrument: the K-band Multi-Object Spectrometer (KMOS), which will be used on one of the European Southern Observatory's Very Large Telescopes.
"There are lots of ground-based applications for our CHARMS data," Frey explained. Many IR instruments are used at cold temperatures to reduce the "background" light emitted from the instrument itself. "All things-people, buildings, and even telescope optics-emit infrared light simply due to their warm temperature. If you don't cool the telescope mirrors and lenses, the camera will be overwhelmed from the infrared light coming from the optics, and you won't be able to see the thing you're pointing the telescope at. If you cool the optics, this background goes away and you can better see your science target."
Through this partnership and the testing in CHARMS, the University will obtain knowledge of the optical properties of its sample material at cryogenic temperatures, thus improving the KMOS instrument's design and performance as well as simplifying the integration and test phase of development.
Benefits for NASA
But the University of Oxford is not the only one benefiting from this agree- Mather and Smoot helped cement the big-bang theory of the universe using the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) satellite.
According to the Nobel Prize committee, "the COBE project can also be The pair will receive the prize from King Carl Gustav XVI on December 10.
Mather is the first NASA employee to win for work performed at a NASA research center. The award amount is $1.365 million. n Gunn picked up a book on photo chemistry from the library at age seven and became hooked on how light and chemicals could make images on photo paper. It would be a few more years before Gunn was introduced to a camera through an after school program at Ann Beers Elementary School (now a NASA Explorer School). At this program, a passionate young teacher inspired him, and several years after that while matriculating at The University of the District of Columbia, he decided to pursue photography seriously. Gunn originally majored in Political Science, but received confirmation that becoming an artist was the right move for him, after walking into his first college-level photography class where that same passionate teacher who first introduced him to a camera in that long-ago after school program was the professor. If Gunn continues to give us stunning images like the ones below, the Goddard community will truly be in for some truly eye-popping photo- 
